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About the Poll
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Each month Blackbox Research conducts interviews with a representative sample of 1,000 Singaporeans aged 15 and above. We use a geographically stratified online 
sample. 

We also apply quota controls to ensure representative demographic coverage of the resident population (citizens and PRs) including age, gender, ethnicity and dwelling type 
(for socio-economic balance).

These survey results were drawn from our latest monthly YouKnowAnot omnibus conducted between 10 and 24 April.  Some of the findings were published in the Straits 
Times on 1 May 2017, with the permission of Blackbox.

Key Findings

• About 42% of Singaporeans regularly wonder if the news they read is fake.  Non-Chinese Singaporeans are more likely to think about fake news as an issue (49% to 40%).

• Around 3 in 5 Singaporeans (61%) say they worry about fake news alot/some.  Only 12% say they ‘don’t worry at all’.  Again, non-Chinese are more likely to express concern 
than Chinese Singaporeans (27% to 18%).

• 11% think that ‘a lot’ of news on SG social media is fake while 47% think ‘some’ of it is. Only 6% say ‘none of it’ is fake.

• SPH and MediaCorp news sites (as well as Yahoo) are seen as being less likely to publish fake/misleading news than digital only newbies (e.g. like Mothership, TMG etc.) by 
a wide margin. This suggests that efforts to combat fake news and establish credibility are crucial to building and sustaining readership.

• This is supported by the fact that non-readers of digital only news sites are much more likely to believe such sites publish fake/misleading news suggesting that 
assumptions about credibility are crucial to extending reach. The gap between readers and non readers of mainstream media sites was largely negligible. 

• Generally, women are more likely than men to point the finger at fake news. This seems consistent across most publications.  



The findings show that many Singaporeans do indeed think about and worry about fake news 
online and also recognise that this is not something local news sources are immune to.  Clearly, it 

is a global issue which is why the likes of Facebook are in the firing line given their readiness to 
serve up an ‘unregulated’ platform for even the most untrustworthy of news sources.   

Furthermore, the findings also lift the lid on the prevailing gap between traditional, mainstream 
sources and new media entrants. The latter are much more likely to be seen as purveyors of fake 

news. The fact that non-readers of various new media sites are much more likely to believe they 
publish fake or misleading news (whether this is purely perception or not) also illustrates how 
important accurate reporting  still is to building trust and credibility with an audience.  To this 

extent, emerging news media need to focus hard on how best to build sustainable brands that 
endure and contribute to public confidence and civil discourse.  

In many ways, the findings tell us that often the more things change the more they stay the same. 
As much as people love a juicy, salacious headline, they still go back again and again to the news 

sources they feel they can trust.
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Fake News
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I wonder if the news I read is fake…
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I worry about fake news…

How much of the local (Singaporean) news
we read online is fake?
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The Mainstream Media
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% Who Say Specified Source Is  Sometimes ‘Guilty’ of Publishing Fake/Misleading News
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Fake News: News Sources Compared

ALL Readers Non-
Readers ALL Readers Non-

Readers

Question: Which of the following news sites do you think are sometimes guilty of publishing ‘fake news’ or false or 
misleading news stories? (Binary Yes/No answer)

Notes:  We asked respondents which sites they personally read so we could also gauge differences between readers and non-readers in terms of  
perceptions.  Mainstream media sites all have 80%+ claimed readership (any time not regularly).  Claimed readership for various new media sites ranges 
between 40%-60% amongst Singaporeans 15+.    
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